
FOOTNOTE 

1 A paper by M. F. Graves, MEJ Spring 1978, discusses words which 
are in students' oral vocabulary, but which they cannot read; 
a paper by R. J, Ryder, HEJ Fall 1978, discusses new meanings 
for words which are already in the students' reading vocabulary, 
but have more than one meaning; a paper by R. J. Palmer, MEJ 
Spring 1979, discusses words which are in neither students' 
oral or reading vocabulary, but for which they have an available 
concept. 
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IMAGINARY GARDENS WITH REAL TOADS 
Wendell Glick 
University of Minnesota, Duluth 
Duluth, Minnesota 

Several months ago, when Arthur Walzer browbeat me into doing 

this, I had no idea what the general theme of this conference would 

be. I might, however, have guessed. Because the litany going up 

from conventions of teachers in the humanities is now always a 

dirge. What I hear is that we are in a fix. Psychology classes 

are full; sociology is booming, and in the School of Business majors 

are sitting in the aisles. On my campus even religion is enticing 

them in. But who's for "Ode on a Grecian Urn?" Not many. 

Shortly after I agreed to give this talk, I received a letter 

from a group called the Conference of Minnesota Humanists which 

went like this: 

"Dear Humanist: (I'm not sure I like being called that. I'd 

rather be called, "Dear Colleague:" I quote.] 

The members of the planning committee of the Conference of 

Minnesota Humanists are pleased to invite you to a one-day 

meeting to explore the "plight of the humanities." This is 

a subject that continues to receive national attention. 

During the past year the American Association for the 

Advancement of the Humanities was founded to "promo~e the 

interests of the humanities," halt their "erosion," "remedy 

the troubled and uncertain" state of the field and combat 

the notion that the humanities are "peripheral to important 
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public questions" constituting little more than "luxurious 

elitism." Meanwhile the sponsors of a conference at the 

University of Southern California called "Toward a Theory of 

the Humanities" worried aloud that humanists don't get the 

respect they once did, "that the humanities have lost much of 

their territory to the social sciences," and that they are in 

a "period of decline." While all of this was going on, 

~ortimer Adler wrote in Newsweek of the "Disappearance of 

Culture," [I can't recall in my lifetime (and I'm 63 years 

old) when Mortimer Adler wasn't writing about the disappearance 

of culture], and the Carnegie Foundation labeled general edu

cation a "disaster area." 

And on the letter goes. Some of you may have attended this 

conference. I didn't. The letter announcing it goes on to talk 

about a bill creating a White House Conference on the Humanities, 

the Rockefeller Foundation establishing a commission on the Human

ities, the founding of the National Humanities Center at Raleigh, 

North Carolina. Finally, the letter cotmnents that a glance at any 

report of the grant recipients from the National Endowment for the 

Humanities indicates that Minnesota is far behind in doing something 

about the problem. I gather, then, that you gauge the plight of 

the humanities in any given state by the number of people who try 

to get federal funds to beef them up. My favorite author, Henry 

Thoreau, would disagree. "Money," he wrote, "will not buy one 
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necessity of the soul." 

The remainder of the letter dangled bait of several kinds: 

possible free transportation to St. Paul, free lunch [they know how 

to appeal to a teacher of English, don't they; this breakfast wasn't 

free], and a keynote address by someone who had written an article 

called "Skipping Through College." As I say, I didn't take in this 

event-some of you may have--and I got no report on the conference 

results. But it seemed to me that the organizers were persons of 

little faith. At the conclusion of the conference, the letter 

stated, there would be a discussion of the feasibility of future 

conferences. So the expectation that a solution to the problem 

would be found at this first meeting was hardly robust. The tenta

tiveness of these people has given me the temerity to address the 

problem also, without benefit of subvention. I promise to leave 

enough unsettled to jeopardize no future federal grants. 

Now under the rubric of "Imaginary Gardens with Real Toads"-

I'll get around to that in a moment-let me give you the benefit 

(if I may strain the word a bit) of my reflections on the so-called 

"plight of the humanities." 

First of all, I have no doubt that the plight of the humanities 

actually exists. I think we are in trouble. But I would argue that 

we keep our historical perspective. Can you think of a time when 

the Humanities haven't been in some trouble? We've never been the 

predominant interest of any culture. I would imagine that in the 
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golden age of Greece most .\thenians felt that Socrates was a pretty 

flaky guy. And I can recall, too that Jesus Christ, who got in some 

very good licks for the Humanities, spoke to rather small crowds at 

times and was even reduced on one occasion to speaking from a boat. 

So the plight of the Humanities has existed for a long, long time. 

We as a group, it seems to me, are conspirators, running counter 

to the values of almost any age. If we aren't, we ought to be. 

I can't think of a single English poet who didn't lament the dis

integration of culture in his own times. Certainly, Ezra Pound 

wasn't the first. So my first point would be that while we wring 

our hands, and perhaps with reason, over the predilection of stu

dents to get interested in IBM machines rather than in William 

Blake's sonnets, that we keep in mind that we've always had to 

fight a rearguard action. That's point 1. And I see that as the 

situation at present. 

People just don't want to buy our product. And I use the 

economic metaphor with a tincture of irony. Irony is the "in" 

thing nowadays. They don't want to buy what we have to sell. So 

this leads me to a question that we can't examine, it seems to me, 

too often. The question is: "Just what is it that we sell?" 

When we examine what it is that we do, what our product is, what 

in essence is it? I want to offer a few familiar samples. 

Down by the salley gardens my love and I did meet; 
She passed the salley gardens with little snow-white feet. 
She bid me take love easy, as the leaves grow on the tree; 
But I, being young and foolish, with her would not agree. 
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Who counsels taking love easy these days? Certainly not ABC 
television. 

In a field by the river my love and I did stand, 
And on my leaning shoulder she laid her snow-white hand. 
She bid me take life easy, as the grass grows on the weirs; 
But I was young and foolish, and now am full of tears. 

I suspect that Yeats dreamed up those incidents. They were 

probably the product of his imagination and never took place at all. 

So Plato would call that poem a lie. Nevertheless, I'd say there's 

a real toad in there, the size of a hubcap. Have you any students 

who are out for instant gratification? Who want it all right now? 

The whole bag. Automobiles and sex and all the rest. And what are 

they headed for? Tears? I'd say certainly boredom at age 30, 35, 

40. 

Let me give you more examples of what we have ~n ;~11. Here's 

another one about a blonde named Anne Gregory, who piled her golden 

hair up over her ears. Yeats says this to her: 

"Never shall a young man 
Thrown into despair 
By those great honey-coloured 
Ramparts at your ear, 
Love you for yourself alone 
And not your yellow hair." 

And she replies: 

But I can get a hairdo 
And set such color there 
Brown, or black, or carrot, 
That young men in despair 
May love me for myself alone, 
And not my yellow hair. 

But Yeats, rejecting her suggestion, replies: 
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I heard an old religious man 
But yesternight declare, 
That he had found a text to prove 
That only God, my dear, 
Could love you for yourself alone 
And not your yellow hair. 

Now, in a society that worships youth and that spends billions 

on beauty and that parades pulchritude in pageants as we saw the 

other night, two nights ago I guess on television, and that sells 

automobiles and everything else by merchandizing human beauty, is 

it wholly advantageous to be beautiful? Then, according to some 

article I read, why did 5 of the Miss Americas commit suicide? I 

imagine if you could look into Elizabeth Taylor's eyes you'd be 

enlightened. I don't know whether she's happy as a lark or not, 

but s.omehow I doubt it. She's on her seventh husband. Beauty can 

be a curse, says Yeats. And he says it over and over again in a 

number of his poems. You may recall that lovely poem that he wrote 

as he observed his little daughter lying in her crib, the poem 

which he called "A Prayer for my Daughter." He said in effect, 

"God, don't make her beautiful." 

What do we have to sell? Do we have what people need? I think 

we do, We offer the therapy, even, that they require. I'm not at 

all sure that people are willing to buy it, but we're the sales 

people, among other things of peotry. Naming a product, however, 

or even giving a few examples of it, doesn't say all I wish to say 

about what it fundamentally is. I'll try to go one step further. 

In its essence when we sell literature, what are we selling? I'm 
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a bit disturbed, upset and shocked at my own brashness. Just after 

eating breakfast, I raise such a question as this! What is poetry? 

It's first of all a uniquely human enterprise. And any attempt 

to delineate what human beings are, praise the lord, teases us 

instantly out of thought. I am not, however, going to allow the 

unanswerableness of the question to deter me from talking about it. 

What is the teaching of English anyway? It is precisely struggling 

with unanswered and perhaps unanswerable questions. It's precisely 

theorizing about the unknown. That's the unique mark, I think, of 

human aspiration. Here's the way Robert Frost makes the point. 

It takes a poet to make it. 

The people along the sand 
All turn and look one way. 
They turn their back on the land. 
They look at the sea all day. 

As long as it takes to pass 
A ship keeps raising its hull. 
The wetter ground like glass 
Reflects a standing gull. 

The land may vary more; 
But whereever the truth may be-
The water comes ashore, 
And the people look at the sea. 

They cannot look out far. 
They cannot look in deep. 
But when was that ever a bar 
To any watch they keep? 

Do you remember where Ishmael remarked in Moby Dick that Queequeg's 

island was? "Queequeg's island is not on a map. True places never 

are." You might almost say that Queequeg was an imagined toad in 
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an imaginary garden. And sometimes the imaginary gardens are more 

real than the toads in them. As Theodore Raethke remarked, "What's 

seen recedes; forever' s what we know." Now what am I leading to? 

The poet locates reality in the imaginary. That's where we locate 

it in life too. That's where it always is. The thing perceived 

is surrounded by a garden of associations and feelings; maybe 

thought begins in feelings. At least James Russell Lowell thought 

so. And the imagination, then, fuses the two. I don't pretend to 

know how this fusion of thought and feeling takes place--this fusion 

of the real and the imagined. I don't think anybody else is com

fortably sure either. But they are linked, in poetry, in literature, 

and in life. You can't have one without the other. Just as every 

word has a relatively denotative center with a connotative nimbus 

of associations surrounding it, so every thought floats in a sea 

of mingled feelings. Speak to the stones and the stars answer. 

I have several floor lamps in my home that I created in my shop 

from the hubs of wagon wheels made by my great grandfather in his 

blacksmith shop in Virginia before the Civil War. Stonewall 

Jackson's army commandeered the wagons that I took those hubs from 

to use in his Shenandoah Valley campaign in 1362. He made a bridge 

out of that wagon and others over the Shenandoah River, then marched 

his Confederate army over that bridge. Now don't tell me that I 

have just floor lamps in my house. With those lamps, I can raise 

the dead. I can hear the sound of the hammers on the steel of those 
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hubs, on metal that hasn't felt the forge for 150 years. As Keats 

knew: "Heard melodies are sweet but those unheard are sweeter." 

And who else in this society but teachers of English is to offer 

to the young ideas and thoughts and objects fused with associations 

that give them significance? We're the unacknowledged therapists 

of the age. When the very faculty of the imagination is being 

abrogated, when hordes of the young are seeking in Eastern religions 

for imaginary gardens, we have the cures. My theory is the young 

will overlook the toads. The pop art people, so it seems to me, 

are trying to have the toads without the garden. It's a mistake; 

you have to take the gardens too. Man does not live by toads alone. 

But chiefly I worry in these days about what seems to be a subtle 

distrust of the imagination itself, to say nothing of ignorance of 

what it is. This may be another reason our product doesn't sell. 

Imaginary gardens don't bring as much by the acre as Southern 

Minnesota farmland. Toads alone don't alarm us. Paul Bunyan and 

And we have a society afraid of feelings too, at his blue ox do. 

least in men. They aren't machci. Senator Muskie, you remember, 

forfeited his chances for the presidency a few years ago when he 

wept in public in New Hampshire upon hearing his wife defamed. 

Obviously, softies don't make good presidents. Hemingway would 

probably have despised him. So ,. we picked instead, you recall, an 

iceberg named Nixon. 

I suppose it's a cliche these days to lament the shrivelling 
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of the imagination. Let me read you a few excerpts from an article 

in last week's Chronicle of Higher Education, written by two psy

chologists who are co-directors of the Family Television Research 

and Consultation Center at Yale University. The title of this 

essay is "ls Human Imagination Going Down the Tube? ls television 

and choose and hope that 
changing human consciousness?" I '11 pick 

quoting out of context doesn't distort what these people say. 

Is ,:elevision changing human consciousness? Is it possible 
that the rapid pace of presentation, the quick shifts of 
focus, the speeded-up blend of visual, musical, and verbal 
material that characterize American TV can actually be 
impeding our capacities for sustained attention, deliberate 
thought, and private imagery? The great power and attrac
tion of television is that it circumvents the effortful 
translation from words to images. Television becomes our 
imagination. And, in a sense, almost eliminates the neces
sity for thought. What effect does this medium have on our 
capacity for thought and on our ability to generate our own 

private images. 

These psychologists go on to point out that the image system 

appears to be associated with the right hemisphere of the brain 

and that the lexical system is largely coordinated through the 

left hemisphere of the brain. Its chief functions include language, 

gra!l111atical organization, and abstract thinking. Television, they 

argue, shrivels both hemispheres of the brain. We work with both 

of them. In God's name, what's going to happen when both of them 

shrivel some year's from now? It's bad enough as it is. In these 

days it is customary to blame everything except tornados and floods, 

I suppose, on television. But I confess I can think of it only as 

an enemy to what I'm trying to do. I think also an enemy to what 
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most people do. I fear its insidiousness so much that any help we 

can get, any few decibels that we can add to the shot of warning 

from psychologists, sociologists, anybody else, I'm willing to 

accept. Even in Newsweek, you find the same message, written by, 

of all people, George Will. George Will deplores the loss of our 

capacity for wonder, a necessary dimensi·on of the ti i · ac ve magina-

tion. "Perhaps ours," he says, 

is the strangest age. It's an age without a sense of its 
strangeness." The human race has grown up and lost its 
capacity for wonder. Alas, growing up usually means 
growing

11

imrnune to astonishment. As G. K. Chesterton 
wrote, Very young children do not need fairytales; 
mere life is interesting enough. A child of 7 is ex
cited by being told that Tommy opened the door and saw 
a dragon. But a child of 3 is excited by being told 
that Tommy opened the door. The 3-year-old is the 
realist. It's a miracle. No one really knows how 
Tommy does it. 

So unless you become as a little child, you can't enter into the 

kingdom of heaven. 

One final point and closer to home. If our product, so crit

ically needed, does not sell, is any of the fault in the sales

people? That is to say in us who beat our chests and lament the 

demise of culture? 

In college, I once took a drama course from an instructor who 

delighted in exposing student ignorance of mint, anise and cumin 

to the neglect, I thought, of the weightier matters of literature. 

One day we were studying a drama the name of which I forget, whose 

stage directions called for antimacassers on the furniture. I 
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hadn't noticed the word as I had read the play. But the play had 

moved me and I came to class hoping to find out why. 

"Mr. Glick, have you read the play?" 
"Yes sir." 
"What is an 'antimacassar?'" 
"I don't know sir; I am a Virginian." 
"Well, Virginians have antimacassars." 
"We didn't in our family." 
"How do you know you didn't, if you don't know what they are?" 
"Because we were poor. We didn't own anything over two syllables." 
"Well, why don't you guess." 
"Do you grow it like aspidistra?" 
11 No." 
"Is it a laxative?" 
"Mr. Glick, it is a protective covering for upholstered chairs." 

Now I was young. I had come to that class asking for bread and 

I had 1been _offered a stone. There was no imaginary garden for me. 

Just a d~~d toad. 

Marianne Moore's advice in her poem "On Poetry" from which I 

took the title for this talk is worth several federal grants. 

"Not," she says, "until the poets among us," and for poets I sub

stitute teachers, 

Not till the teachers among us can be 
'Literalists of the imagination'--above 
Insolence and triviality and can present 
For inspection, imaginary gardens with real toads in them, 
Shall we have poetry. 

Or, I think, shall we have English courses that burst the seams. 

In the meantime, no doubt we shall continue, and with justification, 

to blame the plight of the humanities on the decadent values of this 

age, on its ennui and sense of boredom, its bankrupcy of feeling, 

its appetite for the material. But at the same time, colleagues, 

let us not forget that the instrument of renewal is in our hands. 
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NEW BOOKS 
--for readers in the elementary school and middle school 

Reviewed by Norine Odland 
University of Minnesota 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 

Avi. NIGHT JOURNEYS. Pantheon, 1979. 143 pp. $6.95. 
A river adventure, set in Pennsylvania in 1767, moves with 
well-paced .episodes to relate the search for two young 
indentured persons from New Jersey. The language resembles 
the style of Colonial America but not to the extent that it 
interferes with ease of reading. There is dignity in the 
lettering for headings and chapters and fo~ each of the 
four parts of the book. 11-14. 

Bates, Betty. MY MOM, THE MONEY NUT. Holiday House, 1979. 158 pp. 
$6.95. 

The conversation and description in the novel are brisk and 
believable. The rnoral--understand your mother, she had a 
hard life when she was growing up--is dealt out with humor 
and sincerity. The reader can conclude the insights without 
the last page which sunnnarizes the point in case you have 
not gotten it. 10-12. 

Berson, Harold. JOSEPH AND THE SNAKE. Macmillan, 1979. 28 pp. 
$6.95. 

A French tale retold with a flare for the unusual and the 
unexpected. Snake is tricked into returning to be trapped 
under a rock; a fox is the hero, and the snake eventually 
makes Joseph the real winner. Grey and rose colored illus
trations of French countryside and interiors of buildings 
are velvet-like in texture. Each episode of the story is 
depicted in pictures so that children who hear the story 
can re-tell it with the pictures for guides. 6-9. 

Carrick, Carol. A RABBIT FOR EASTER. ill. by Donald Carrick. 
Greenwillow, 1979. 32 pp. $6.95. 

The tone of the text is as soft as the blue and green colors 
of the scenes in the kindergarten class where Paul is given 
the privilege of taking Sam, the pet rabbit, home for Easter. 
The drawing, choice of color, and color separation exhibit 
the illustrator's fine talents. 4-8. 

Chew, Ruth. THE WITCH'S GARDEN. Hastings House, 1979. 112 pp. 
$5.95. 

The devices for magic are mint leaves, water that shrinks 
things to tiny sizes, and a dragon in a cave. A boy, a 
girl and an elderly new next door neighbor with a magic 
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